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ABSTRACT

The factors in the testing of very brittle materials which

can prevent the true strength from being realized are identified., The

testing concepts developed in a previous study on the compresgive-tensile

strength of ceramics are extended to the design of biaxial compressive

tests. 'in externally pressurized, closed end, cylindrical specimen is

used to attain 2:1 biaxial compression. The first of a series of

planned tests has been performed and 585,000 psi was measured for the

2:1 biaxial compressive strength of an alumina. This is 31Z higher than

the uniaxial compressive strength. A description of the testing equipment

is given. Two analyses are presented. One deals with the buckling

characteristics of the test specimen. The other presents the compliance

analysis used to design a 1:1 prestressing fixture.
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MXASUREMENT OF BIAXIAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CERAMICS

George Sines and Marc Adams

Materials Department
School of Engineering

University of California
Los Angeles, California

Introduction

There is need to know accurately the strength of ceramics under

biaxial stresses, both to distinguish between competing theories of

strength and to provide information for designers. Potential design

applications range from biaxially prestressed hypersonic airfoils( 1 ' 2 )

(3)to domed structures beneath the sea Without accurate values for

the strength, it is Impossible to know from a test of a component or

a structure whether the design has permitted the full utilization of

the materials strength(4)

Sines
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Testing brittle materials is difficult because an inadvertent

localized high stress can cause fracture of the test specimen, there-

by giving a false, low value for the strength. Some sou~ueb of inad-

vertent stresses for an axially compressively loaded specimen are the

disparities on the surfaces of the specimen's ends which contact the

loading block of the testing machine, and stress concentration at the

transition from the butt section either from too small a radius or

lack of smoothness at the point of tangency.

Also care must be taken that bending stresses are not inadver-

tently introduced(. When the loading blocks are rigidly guided to

prevent rotation, their surfaces must be parallel and the ends of the

specimens equally so. A very small deviation from being parallel can

cause bending so that premature failure is caused by the added com-

pressive stress. The bending can easily be great enough to cause a

net tensile stress and premature failure from it.

One method used to prevent the application of bending momenta

is to abandon the precisely guided parallel surfaces and use a

flexible load train. This can be accomplished by a spherical joint;

however, such a joint is usually made completely ineffective by

friction between the mating surfaces. Therefore, the surfaces must
(6)

be separated by a pressurized fluid layer. An air bearing has been

developed and successfully used7, but it is a rather complicated

device. Another approach that removes many of the complications is to

use a long load train and to replace the bearing by knife edges

Sines
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The knife edges could be replaced by flexure plates in order to

increase the capacity and still retain the benefits of the flexible

load train.

Although the load train may be completely flexible, a moment

can be applied to the test section if the line of load is not con-

centric with the axis of the test section. A surprisingly mall

eccentricity can cause significant bending stress. Concentricity

can be assured by careful gaging. Fortunately, electric resistance

strain gages can be used to measure the stresses and until one is convinced

that the apparatus and techniques successfully eliminate bending, each

specimen should have a minimum of three equally spaced, longitudinally

oriented, strain gages measuring the stress in the test section.

Most of the difficulties posed by the uniaxial loading of a

brittle specimen with a reduced cross-section are avoided by the

tensile ring and compressive ring tests developed by Sedlacek(9JlObll)

For the compressive test a uniform fluid pressure is applied to the

external surface of a ring by a rubber bladder. The problems of

sealing the ends and eliminating the longitudinal stress have been

solved. In the ring tensile test, the fluid pressure is applied to

the internal surface through a rubber bladder. Some of the advantages

are: no intense localized stresses from the hard steel contacting

disparities on the specimen, no stress concentrations at fillets

between the test section and loading area, and no possibility of

eccentric loading or applied moments. A typical ring 2" dia. and

0.10" wall when used to measure the compressive strength of high qual-

ity ceramics does require a pressure source of 60,000 psi, butthis is

Sines
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now commercially available. Isostatic presses are often available

in ceramics laboratories and it is possible to modify the ring appara-

tus so that it is in.crtcd into thc sosat .. c pressure chamber12.

Then only more accurate calibration of the pressure measuring device

may be needed.

In a previous study of the biaxial tensile-compressive strength

(13)of a ceramic , a specimen was developed consisting of a cylindrical

specimen similar to that shown in Figure 1. It was internally pressur-

ized by a liquid in a rubber bladder and an axial compressive load was

applied by a conventional testing machine. In that study, care was

taken to measure all the above mentioned inadvertent stresses by strain

gaging each specimen and then if necessary, to reduce them to negligible

values by precise adjustments of the equipment. The compliance tubes

B minimize bending caused by the lateral constraint of the loading

blocks against the Poisson radial displacement of the specimen. This

specimen was used in studies on zirconia in which very reproducible

data were obtained(13)

Some thought was given to a similar arrangement for biaxial

compression-compression testing using external pressure and an axial

load but the sealing problems are substantial. Many difficulties can

be avoided if the biaxial compressive stress is attained by externally

pressurizing a hollow, closed-end cylinder; however, this does limit

the stress ratio to 2:1. To attain other stress states, a method is

proposed below to apply additional axial loads by a device entirely

contained in the pressure chamber.

Sines
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Figure 1. Spectimen aasesbly for 2:1 biaxial e~ompr..sion (inches).
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CURRENT STUDY AT UCLA

Testing Equi•ennt

An isostatic press capable of pressurizing up to 100,000 psi

a chamber 5" in diameter by 60" long was obtained. It was instru-

mented for precision pressure measurement by a recording Foxboro

bulk modulus cell, a Heise precision Bourdon tube gage, and an

electric resistance strain gage installed in the circumferential

direction on the exterior of the cylindrical vessel.

Specimens

The specimen assembly shown in Figure 1 consists of three parts-

tuo compliance tubes B and a central tube A with a reduced cross-

section. The reduced test section is a cylinder, 2" internal diameter,

I" long with a 1/8" wall thickness. Calculations showed that this

specimen should not buckle under the anticipated loading.

The specimens were manufactured by Western Gold and Platinum

(WESGO) of Belmont, California from their isostatically pressed alumina

designated by them as AL 995. Sedlacek measured( 1 0) a density of 3.75

g/cc and 18 micron gram size on his samples produced under the same

specifications.

The finish was made with a grinding wheel containing #200 grit

diamond and the final cut was less than 0.002". Sedlacek studied

the finishing of alumina and found that no improvement in surface

finish is obtained from the use of finer grit and that limiting the

cut to 0.002" prevents damage.

This apparatus is described in detail in Appendix A. A photograph
of the apparatus is presented there.

** These calculations of the buckling are presented and discussed
in Appendix B.

.. 4~.
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In the laboratory, the end caps C were lapped to the compliance

1: .!L',U W ..LLISL=% ca±UUAliL jJuwtc . .LL&%= utl~uL1± LOuLetL1U8LL3 bUL.

faces between the compliance tubes and the specimen were lapped with

1 micron diamond grit having a medium distribution. During lapping,

the tubes and specimen were placed on a 2" dia. steel bar, and rotated

against each other so that the conical surface would remain conical

and concentric with the test section. Lapping was continued until

radial lines drawn on the surfaces with a hard pencil were removed

uniformly.

Test Procedure and Results

The specimen and two compliance tubes were placed upon an end

cap and the internal space was filled with flexible plastic bags

containing plasticine so that shock to the

apparatus from the imploding specimen would be minimized. An empty

space of about 1 cubic inch was left to prevent internal pressure

being created by the plasticine. The other end was then placed on

top and the assembly fixed together by the central threaded rod.

A tube of expanded polyolefin plastic having a 3" dia. and 0.025"

thick was put over the assembly and it was placed in an oven at 250*1

for 1 hour. This plastic has the property of shrinking 502 in the

circumferential direction by this treatment so the tube shrank to

tightly fit the contour of the specimen. The ends of the tube were

sealed to the end caps by vinyl tape.

Sines
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The specimen assembly sealed in plastic was inserted into the

chamber of the isostatic press and the pressure raised over a 10

minute period until fracture occurred. Fracture was indicated by a

small sharp noise and by a sudden drop of measured pressure. The

specimen failed at a fluid pressure of 61,800 psi which gives a

calculated circumferential stress of 585,000 psi and an axial com-

pressive stress of 292,000 psi. It is assumed that failure initiated

at the pressure-free internal diameter where, according to the formula

for thick-walled cylindrical pressurevessels, the stress is the

highest. Therefore, the radial stress is zero at the origin of fracture.

The test section of the specimen was pulverized.

I In Figure 2 is shown a previous conservative speculation(14)

on the strength of ceramics under biaxial compression. Notice that

the new data point falls beyond the predicted curve. The value is

31% greater than the uniaxial compressive strength.

Sedlacek's value of the uniaxial compressive strength, 448,000

ksi with a standard deviation of 36,000 determined from 12 test

specimens was used for comparison because his ring spcimens were

(10)made by the same manufacturer to the same specification as the

biaxial specimen. Moreover, the dimensions of his ring specimen

differ only slightly from those of the test section of the biaxial

specimen. Specimens from the same batch as the biaxial have been

set aside and will be tested in uniaxial compression in order to

make a closer comparison.

Sines
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Figure 2. Data point for 2:1 teat normalised by Sedlauk's

uni-axial compression data.



Discussion

Griffith Models

The Griffith flaw theory'15 and several extensions of it(16'17)

have been successful in predicting the strength of ceramics under a

nuamt,: of stress states. Further extension may explain the increased

strength measured under biaxial compression.

A Griffith model for ceramics might comprise three-dimensionally,

randomly oriented penny-shaped cracks (flat oblate ellipsoids of

revolution) in an infinite elastic continuum separated so that their

stress fields are independent of each other. The Griffith theory of

1924 states that fracture occurs when the localized tensile stress at

or near the periphery of a flaw exceeds a critical value characteristic

of the material. This model is so difficult to analyze that it has

yet to be done; however, a simpler model may have as much physical

significance. If a free surface cuts a penny-shaped crack, the

stresses near the tip are higher than if the crack had been in the

interior. The stresses at the tip on the free surface are nearly the

same as those for an elliptical cylinder of the same cross-section;

therefore, it is physically reasonable to use a model having cylindrical,

elliptical flaws and take advantage of the resulting mathematical

simplification.

Under uniaxial compression, the critical flaw is one whose

cylindrical axis is perpendicular to the stress and whose major axis

is inclined about 30 deg. to it. An added compressive stress transverse

to the other compressive stress and perpendicular to the flaw cylindrical

axis reduces the local tensile stress at the tip and analysis shows that

the Griffith parabola extends into the biaxial compression quadrant(1 8 )

Sines



thereby predicting strengths much higher than the uniaxial compressive

strength. On the other hand, for cracks whose cylindrical axes are

parallel to the lesser compressive stress, no such benefit occurs and

the biaxial strength predicted is the same as the uniaxial.

More careful analysis shows that thn biaxial strength should be

between these two extremes. An interior penny-shaped crack correspond-

ing to the latter orientation has less stress concentration than the

corresponding cylindrical elliptical one and therefore failure

would not occur at its tip until higher stresses are applied. If

flaws of this orientation are cut by the free surface, then they will

be cut at an angle making the projection of the tip radius a larger

radius thereby giving less stress concentration. Analysis of these two

effects shows a reduction of the localized stress by about 30Z; (19)this

results in a predicted biaxial strength this much above the uniaxial.

In agreement with the prediction, our first experimental value was

31% above the uniaxial. A more quantitative analysis is needed to

construct the failure envelope in streas space.

Sines
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Statistical Consideration

Ceramic specimens that have been carefully fabricated and

carefully tested may not e"Uibit the extLree scatter in measured

strength commonly thought inherent to ceramics. Tests by Babel and

Sines(13) on zirconia for 3 stress states on 4 batches of specimens

gave coefficients of variation having a low of 0.041, a median of

0.068, and a high of 0.136. Tests by Sedlacek( 9' 10, 11) on

alumina under tension gave coefficients of variation having a low

of 0.024, a median of 0.042, and a high of 0.074 and one group under

compression gave a coefficient 0.080,

Our current batch of specimens, the first made for this study,

consists of 13; 12 now remain to be tested. This number will permit

several-fold replication of the 1:0, 2:1, d 1i- d1 ueasion

tests. On the basis of the results on these 13 specimens, the degree

of replication needed will be decided and a larger batch made. The

teats will be confined to the three stress states in order to permit

easier statistical evaluation.

Sines
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Other Biaxial Compressive States

In future tests a 1:1 compressive stress state will be achieved

by superposing the stresses from an axial load onto those caused by

fluid pressure. A sketch of the loading device is shown in Figure 3.

A large bolt D passes through the assembly of specimen A and compliance

rings B. Tightening nut R applies a compressive load through sleeve P

to the compliance ring. The assembly is then sealed in plastic and

subjected to increasing external fluid pressure until failure occurs.

Vessel G prevents the fluid pressure from being applied to the nut

end of the prestressing assembly; otherwise, most of the axial load

from the fluid pressure would be assumed by the bolt and not by the

specimen.

Bolt D and sleeve F are elastically soft compared to the specimen

in order to minimize the change in preload caused by the longitudinal

elastic shortening of the specimen from the stresses caused by the

fluid pressure. Calculation shows that this relaxation will be about

10X. *Depending on the amount of axial preload introduced, any biaxial

compressive stress state from 2:1 to 1:1 can be obtained.

The detailed analysis of preload relaxation is presented in Appendix C.
A drawing of the current detailed design is also presented.
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Figure 3. Schmatic of specimen and axial loading device to

achieve 1:1 biaxial compreasion in an isostatic press.
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Conclusion

'ra av~rman-a1 viilp nf thp atrenath of a brittle material

is often far below the materal's true strength; imperfect testing

technique gives only lower values, never higher. The measured 2:1

biaxial compressive strength of 585,000 psi is an indication of the

potential strength of ceramics that might be attainable in structures

if careful fabrication techniques and appropriate design philosophies

are developed.
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APPENDIX A

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT

An isostatic press was obtained from government surplus to supply the

high fluid pressure needed for the tests. The press was made by the

Willamuette Iron and Steel Company for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 1962.

The pressure vessel was constructed from an 8" naval gun made in 1945 by the

Crucible Steel Company. The bore of the gun had been sleeved down to a 5"

diameter and the gun cut and plugged to make a chamber 60" long. The vessel

was proof tested to 120,000 psi and rated to operate at 100,000 psi.

The appratus had been stored without proper prior cleaning since

February 1967 necessitating extensive cleaning and checking of the pumps,

reservoirs, and lines. No corrosion damage was found but in some sumps

the fluid had polymerized and was difficult to remove. Although many filters

are in the lines, fresh fluid is used for each pressurization because a

minute quantity of dirt could score the bore of the intensifier. This is

feasible because only a small quantity of fluid is needed. Blocks have been

machined to fill most of the interior volume of the vessel to minimize the

quantity of pressurized fluid and its stored energy thus decreasing the

hazard in case of rupture.

In the original installation at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory the

operator was protected from possible failure of the vessel by a 6-inch wall

of reinforced concrete. The current installation has a wall consisting of

3" of wood, 24" of sand bags and 3" of wood protecting the operation. This

provides more protection by its greater weight per unit area of wall.

In addition to the remote reading Foxboro bulk modulus cell for

precision measurement of pressure, a precision Heise mechanical pressure

gage was installed. It has a special mechanism to protect it from damage
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upon sudden release of pressure. The gage is also equipped with a follower

pointer so that an indication of the maximum pressure attained in the test is

retained on the gage after failure. A third independent precision indication

is by a strain gage attached on the outside of the vessel and nrai-nt-M In tha

circumferential direction. These are continually monitored during the test.

A conversion chart based upon the calculation of the strains in thick-walled

cylindrical pressure vessels converts the strain gage readings to pressures.

The Heise gage and the Bourdon tube gages which indicate the pressures of supply

and drive fluid to the intensifier are read through a telescopic periscope.

Rupture diaphragms for 80,000 psi are now installed on the high pressure

line. This limits the operating pressure to 2/3 of the proof pressure of

120,000 in conformance with conservative practice.

The method to control the high pressure is by a throttle by-pass valve

Son the primary pressure drive of the intensifier. In the original apparatus

this valve was turned by a geared-down electric motor whose switch was in the

protected area. This motor drive was replaced by a flexible cable running to

a hand wheel in the protected area. This provides much finer control and

avoids the possibility of over-pressurization in the event of a motor switch

failure.

One of the difficulties encountered in re-establishing the apparatus was

providing a sufficient flow and pressure for the air supply to the Sprague

pneumatic pump that provides the input to the secondary pressure system for

the intensifier. Three different air supply systems were tried before a

sufficient supply was attained.

Mostof the difficulties encountered in restoring the isostatic press

involved automatic devices needed for use of the press in production. Most

of these were replaced by simple mechanical systems of higher reliability
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I

•c~aute tie me they would save In pressurizing the limited number of I
specimens is small compnrrd to the time -vatcd in makinrg repairs. A photo

of the press as installed and instrumented at UCIA is shown in Fig. A-1.

The apparatus is now working reliably without leaks. The three

independent precision means of measuring pressure all give the same pressure

Indication within their range of accuracy.

G. Sines

October 1971
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APPENDIX B

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE BUCKLING TENDENCIES IN THE TEST SPECIMEN

The buckling characteristics of the test specimen are dependent upon
its geometry and the aeculmnicai properties of the alumina ceramic. The basic

dimensions of the test specimen are shown in Fig. B-1.

U:j G11 kE Tý-I

D/t' 18 .

2 A

S. SECT ION•

The mechanical properties of the alumina (WESGO A1-995) are reported by R. Sedlacek(l 0 )

to be as follows:

Young's Modulus (e) : 53.6 z 106 psi
Poisson's Ratio ( V ) : 0.28

(compression)
Tensile Strength: 20-35 x 103
Uniaxial compressive strength: 448 x 103 psi
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For a cylinder of the dimensions shown here little information is

available in recent literature. Most of the studies are concerned with

cylinders where the value of the diameter-thickness ratio D/t is large,

i.e. for very thin wall pressure vessels. IL il o, ¢ ary tz t• 4

the work of Sotlhwvall, von Mises, Fltgge and Timoshenko which are fundamental

to the more recent studies. Most of the early results can be found in the

Handbook of Elastic Stability (Revised & Supplemented) by Yoshiki Masae, et.

al., NASA, N69-34698, July 1969 (Reference B-1).

Most recent investigations are extensions of the work of von Mises (B-2)

which is closely approximated by more intricate and later results of FlUgge (B-3).

Their expiessions for critical (at the onset of buckling) uniform lateral

pressure, with no axial stress, have been discussed by Timoshenko (B-4). The

successful use of the expressions depends on a correct determination of the

buckling mode, i.e. the number of lobes formed during buckling deformation.

The von Mises results are considered to be invalid for ratios of t/D lessi

than 14, which includes the idealized model of our specimen where L/DV 1.7.

Southwell (B-5) describes the external critical buckling pressure in terms

of the number of circumferential lobes which are formed prior to failure and

assumes a perfectly round end constraint of the tube. Southwell's equation (B-5)

for the critical external buckling pressure Pc for a tube with uniform radial

load and no axial load, constrained at the ends to remain perfectly circular,

Is 
q 4  

2

q a 3-(m 2m2) a

where Pc " external hydrostatic pressure

2t ' wall thickness

a , mean radius

1 1m . 3.57V 0.28
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k - number of lobes or nodes in the

buckling mode distortion

a where - length of tube

E - Youna's m5d,,1,, - . 1 i

The difficulty in applying this equation to the an*lysic of our tapered

specimen, which has a gradually reducing wall thickness ending in a minimum

wall thickness in the gauge section, lies in choosing a length (X ) for the

idealized cylindrical model which represents, in the real specimen, the point

at which the diameter is constrained to be perfectly circular by the increased

wall thickness. To demonstrate the effect of the choice of ( on the

critical buckling pressure (P c) we plot Pc vs. k for the above equation,

always choosing k to be the value which yields the lowest Pc (see Fig.B -2).

If we choose an idealized specimen length of 3.8 In., the critical

buckling pressure is seen to be 68,600 psi. This length in the specimen

represents the point at which the wall thickness is at the maximum of 0.375 in.

At this wall thickness the moment of inertia (I) of the wall increases 27 times

over the (I) in the test section and consequently this portion of the tube is

27 times more resistant to any lateral deformation causing it to go out of round.

(See Fig. B-3 ). It is felt that this value of g - 3.8 in. is a good approxi-

mation to perfect end constraint and demonstrates that our specimen did not

buckle since the failure pressure was 61,800 psi.

When the 1:1 stress state tests are performed, the failure pressure

may be as high as 75,000 p.s.i. It is felt that under this load condition

the specimen is still safe from buckling. The critical buckling pressure for

an idealized specimen length of E - 3.0 in.is 80,000 p.s.i. The wall thick-

ness producing the circular constraint at this length in the specimen is twice

that in the gauge section (i.e. 0.250 in. as compared to 0.125 in. in the

gauge section). The moment of inertia of the wall at this length of the

specimen is 8 times that in the gauge section. Thus, the specimen at this

-'" ,*
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point will resist deformation causing it to go out of round 8 times as much

as in the gauge section. Probably the force required to constrain the specimen

to be round is rather small. The value of 8 times the resistance to out-of-

round deformation at the specimen length of 3.0 ins. is felt to be a conserva-

tive estimate. Also, the idealized model does not include the additional resis-

tance to such deformation arising from the fact that outside the gauge section

the wall thickness is constantly increasing from 0.125 to the value of 0.250 in.

at the length 3.0 in.

It is felt that the very accurate machining of these specimens and

the excellent surface finish, permits us to apply this theoretical analysis to

our specimens without a "knock-down" factor for geometrical imperfection.

.1
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APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS OF THE PRESTRESSING FIXTURE FOR THE 1:1 STRESS STATE

To obtain the desired axial stress on thp apr4man t -h- -f "

failure we must understand the compliance relationships in the prestressing

fixture and the specimen. One end of the prestressing bolt is sealed off

from the hydrostatic pressure by the prestressing case G of Figure 3. This

greatly reduces the loss of bolt preload on the specimen as the fluid pressure

is increased because it prevents the fluid pressure from acting on the two ends

of the bolt thereby causing a compressive load which subtracts from its tensile

prestress load. Even with this design, some amount of preload is lost due to

the longitudinal elastic contraction of the specimen caused by the axial load

on the specimen from the fluid pressure. This results in a decrease in the

axial compressive preload on the specimen.

To quantitatively analyze this we assume an idealized model (See

Fig. C-1.) and recognize that the ceramic, sleeve and bolt compliances are in

series.

From free body diagrams we see that:

P B + Pt " 0 and PB + P - 0

where: P3 - preload in bolt

P - " " ceramic
c

P * " " sleeve

These are the relationships for the load

in the ceramic due to the bolt preload.

-1'
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DA The relationships for the load in the

ceramic due to the external pressure are

PA + QB + QC - 0 and

IM LTJB S

where QC W load in ceramic due to

~Q sfluid pressure

-QS load in sleeve due to fluid pressure

QB - extra load in bolt due to fluid pressure

P - applied fluid pressure

A - end area of specimen over which

L • fluid pressure is applied.

QS can be tensile as shown if the surfaces at E,F and D are welded. If the

surfaces D, E, F are maintained in positive contact by any process such as bolt

preload or thermal expansion the portion of the load in the spacer caused by the

external pressure is equal to the extra bolt load QB"

The relations PA + Q3 + QC " 0 and S + QB - 0 are not sufficient to

determine QC* the load in the ceramic due to the external pressure (P). The

additional condition used to determine % is that GB " SC + GS which Is

derived from C L s + LEF. Since LAB, LCD and IF are rigid,

when external load is applied, the length changes are only

AL + AL. or -S" + S
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The deflection of a straight tension or compression member subjected

to end load is:
6- PL/AE

P = 6

where: (the stiffness) K - AE/L

then: -B SC• 6S becomes:

QBB/K - QC/Kc + QS/•s

but: QS = Q - PA+ QC

so: - (PA + QC)/KB - /XC + (PA + Qc)/Ks

and: QC a PA (-js ) (.
K KB / K BKC KS

Changing the notation to compliances

define: C = I/K
C + C

so: Qc -PA( . +
CB ÷C CS

where: C. M LS

CB - LB

AEA

ACIC

E moduli of elasticity

A E area

L length

t4~ '/



We may now describe the total load in the ceramic specimen from the

bolt preload and the external fluid pressure. We can see that:

Ptotal P Ppreload + Pexternal pressure

Ptotal - PB - PA ( ' B)

CB + CC S

Since the hoop stress is twice the longitudinal stress for a cylindrical

pressure vessel, the axial load on the ceramic cylinder must be (2PA) to

develop a 1:1 stress field, so:

- 2 P A - -P --P A .s . .B )

[(CB+Cc+ CS)j

solving for PB
SCB+2Cc+CS

CB+C +CS

If P* is the pressure required to break the ceramic, the required bolt preload

to achieve a 1:1 stress state at fracture of the ceramic specimen is:

CB+2Cc+CsP B m P*A ()
CB+Cc+CS

Defining a non-dimensionalized bolt preload parameter for the 1:1

stress state as:

P B P*A ( C +2C +Cs

C B4-C C+C S

+ a;+ CB+-• i 1 + . -- +
.CC

A plot of B vs. CS+CB shows how much additional preload must be applied
cC

.~ ~t*- $



through the bolt due to the loss of preload during pressurization. i
(See Figure C-2)

I:GU
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The compliance relationships for the prestresuing fixture are calculated

by determining the compliance of each part and recognizing that they are in

series in the load train. The geometric model and diaensions assumed for

calculation of the compliances are shown in (Pig. C-3). Figure C-4 shows a
detailed drawing of the prestressing fixture*.

Bolt Compliance

- 1.80 in. R-l" 0.90 in. IT- 2 (0.90)2

L_ - 4.00 in. As-l - 2.54 in2

27 x 106 Rai

, 4.00
B-1 Ayl_1 3 (2.54)(2.7 x 10 7
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-8
CB_ 5.83 x 10 in lbs.

-160in A 2 2 2 2
D B-2_ ' 1.60 in. ArR2 - 1.T -2 " T (0.80) - 2.01 in

B 18.76 in C L L-2B2  - 18.76 j
"-B-2EB (2.01)(2.7 x 107)

C - 34.5 x 10-8 in-lbs.

-8 -8 -8C -C +c -5.83 x 10- + 34.5 x 10 - 40.3 x 10 in-lbs.
B 3-1+ 3-2

Sleeve Compliance

ave. aveD - 2.25 in AS. 1  fT (DaSl)(TS.I)

TS.1 - 0.45 in AX - " T (2.25)(.45) - 3.18 in 2

L M 3.13 inS-1.

E27x106pi C S-1 3.13 -3.64 x 10"8in-lbs.S S-1 As-1 Es (3.18) (2.7 x 10 )

-ave - 2.350 in. A- 2 - IT (DSv.)(T 5 2 )

T -2 0.350 in. A S-2 IT (2.35)(.350) - 2.58 in 2

L- - 10.53 in. LS8-2 10.53 -8
CS2 S- 2  AsS " (2.58)(2.7 x 15.1 x 10"80nlbs.

ES - 27 x 106psi

CS C_+ C 2 -3.64 x 10- 8 + 15.1 x 10- 8 a 18.7 x 10" 8in ibs.

The compliance of the bolt is 40.3 x 10- in-obs, and the compliance

of the sleeve is 18.7 x 10- 8 in-lbs. By using a large scale drawing and

measuring thicknesses from it the compliance of the specimen and end caps

is found to be 7.7 and 10-8 in-lbs.

!-
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The anlysis of the tension preload in the bolt required to produce

a 1:1 stress field in the ceramic at the failure pressure (P*) gave the

following equation to describe the bolt preload:

- PB 31 + r I
P*A S._B) +

where B M non-dimensionalized bolt preload parameter

P* - uxpected failure pressure

A - area over which the pressurizing
fluid acts to load the specimen

CB - compliauce of bolt

CS - " sleeve

C " specimen

so

= + (18.7 + 40.3) +.•i' 7.7+

B - 1.115

The required preload in the bolt is seen to be 11.5% greater than

that if there were no unloading of the preload force on application of

the external pressure. Since the axial stress in an externally pressurized

cylinder is 1 the hoop stress, an axial preload of 61.5Z (50Z + 11.52) of the

expected failure load is applied to the specimen through the bolt before

prissurization. As pressurization proceeds the preload is reduced gradually

until at P*, 11.5% of the preload is lost and the specimen fails in a 1:1

stress state.


